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Ransom Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Past is Dark, Peter Lancett,
"The Past is Dark" is part of an award-winning fiction series for young adults with a reading age as
low as 5-7. Each book features Dark Man, a shadowy, brooding loner who has been recruited to
play a part in a secret, cataclysmic struggle between good and evil.In "The Past is Dark", a memory
comes to the Dark Man. It is a painful memory, of a time before the Shadow Masters. The Dark Man
remembers Astrid - the girl he loved - and the night in the forest when the Shadow Masters took her
from him. Now, it is Dark Man's duty to stop the Shadow Masters, but can he forget Astrid?
Following on from the shorter stories of the first twelve titles, the new books offer the perfect 'next
step up' with stories of around 1000 words. Written at much the same level of difficulty, the stories
entice readers by delving that bit deeper into the Dark Man mythology. The simple, carefully written
texts focus on the 200 key high frequency words, and to assist the reader they are left justified
throughout and printed in a...
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Very useful to any or all group of men and women. It is writter in basic words instead of di icult to understand. I realized this ebook from my i and dad
recommended this publication to understand.
-- Althea  Fa hey MD-- Althea  Fa hey MD

This type of publication is every little thing and got me to seeking in advance and much more. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this
created e publication. I am happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have study in my very own life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Miss B er enice Weim a nn Jr .-- Miss B er enice Weim a nn Jr .
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